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Abstract. The multi-view video is a collection of multiple videos, capturing the same scene at different

viewpoints. Since it contains more affluent information than a single video, it can be applied to various

applications, such as 3DTV, free viewpoint TV, surveillance, sports matches, and so on. However, the data size

of the multi-view video linearly increases as the number of cameras, therefore it is necessary to develop an

effective framework to represent, process, and transmit those huge amounts of data. In recent, multi-view video

coding is getting lots of attention as efficient video coding technologies are being developed. Although most of

multi-view video coding algorithms are based on the state-of-the-art H.264/AVC video coding technology, they

do not utilize rich 3-D information. In this paper, we propose a new framework using the concept of layered

depth image (LDI), one of the efficient image-based rendering techniques, to efficiently represent and process

multi-view video data. We describe how to represent natural multi-view video based on the LDI approach and

the overall framework to process those converted data.
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1. Introduction

The multi-view video is a collection of multiple

videos capturing the same scene at different camera

locations. If we acquire multi-view videos from

multiple cameras, it is possible to generate video

scenes from any viewpoints, which means that users

can change their views within the range of captured

videos and can feel the visible depth with view

interaction. The multi-view video can be used in a

variety of applications including free viewpoint video

(FVV), free viewpoint TV (FTV), three-dimensional

TV (3DTV), surveillance, sports matches, and home

entertainment.

Although the multi-view video has much potential

for various applications, one big problem is a huge

amount of data. In principle, the multi-view video

data increase linearly as the number of cameras, so it

is not easy to deal with those huge amounts of multi-

view video data. Because of this reason, it has been

perceived that multi-view video coding (MVC) is a

key technology to realize those applications.

While MVC is getting lots of attention recently, most

of multi-view video coding algorithms are based on the

H.264/AVC video coding technology. They don_t uti-

lize rich 3-D information contained in multi-view video

efficiently because they are mainly extensions of pre-

dictive video coding algorithms of a single video.

On the other hand, other issues related to repre-

sentation, processing, and transmission of multi-view

video are also important. There have been approaches

on image-based rendering using multiple images and

video-based rendering for multiple viewpoints video.

They are mostly focusing on seamless rendering of

new viewpoints rather than reducing data size of

multiple images or videos.



Although these diverse researches are dealing with

the same data like multiple images or multi-view video,

they are focusing on different issues such as coding and

rendering separately. Therefore, there were a few

researches trying to combine those issues together and

to construct a framework for efficient representation

and processing of those huge amounts of data.

In this paper, we propose a new framework using the

concept of layered depth image (LDI) [1], one of the

efficient image-based rendering techniques, to effi-

ciently represent and process multi-view video data.

We describe how to generate layered depth images

(LDIs) from the natural multi-view video and the

overall framework to process those converted data [2].

While most of the proposed MVC techniques are some

extensions of predictive video coding algorithms, our

framework takes a completely different approach

based on the concept of LDI. In addition, we generate

LDI frames from the natural multi-view video, which

is different from the previous LDI generation methods

mainly using 3-D synthetic scenes.

The paper is organized as follows. After we review

related work such as image-based/video-based rep-

resentations of multiple videos and MVC activity in

Section 2, we describe details of the proposed

approach to generate LDI frames from the natural

multi-view video in Section 3. In Section 4, we

propose an overall framework for representation and

processing of multi-view video. After experimental

results are presented in Section 5, we draw con-

clusions in Section 6.

2. Related Work

2.1. Image-based Representations
for Multiple Images

Since there have been researches on geometry-based

rendering methods, lots of useful modeling and

rendering techniques have been developed. However,

geometry-based rendering requires labored modeling

and long processing time to construct and render

complex realistic scenes. As an attractive alternative

to avoid these problems, image-based rendering (IBR)

techniques have received much attention. They use

two-dimensional (2-D) images as primitives to generate

an arbitrary view of the three-dimensional (3-D) scene.

Especially, IBR techniques do not bother from the

complexity of 3-D objects in the scene, but rely on

image resolutions [3].

On the other hand, one of the important aims of using

the multi-view video is to provide view-dependant

scenes as users change their viewpoints. This goal is

similar to the functionality of image-based rendering

techniques; the novel view generation using 2-D input

images. Various IBR techniques can be classified into

three categories based on how much geometry infor-

mation is used [4, 5]: rendering with no geometry;

rendering with implicit geometry; and rendering with

explicit geometry. Among a variety of methods, a

layered depth image (LDI) [1] is one of the efficient

rendering methods for 3-D scenes with complex

geometries. LDI is contained in rendering with explicit

geometry. It represents the current scene using an

array of pixels viewed from a reference camera

location. In order to arrange pixels along the view

axis, it uses depth information per pixel. This concept

could be useful to deal with independently splitted

video data simultaneously, especially in public visual

surveillance or sports matches.

There are several researches based on LDI: LDI

tree [6] and an adaptive sampling approach [7] for

overcoming a sampling problem, tiling LDIs [8] for

modeling and rendering of synthetic static terrains,

LDI using pixel grouping [9] to enhance the quality

of new viewpoints, and LDI compression [10] to

reduce the size of LDI data for synthetic static

scenes. In addition, LDI was used to generate soft

shadows from opaque objects [11], recently.

Most of them are dealing with a synthetic static

scene and targeting for rendering except one paper,

which focuses on the compression of LDI data for a

static scene. However, we utilize the concept of LDI

for natural dynamic multi-view videos from the

representation, processing, and coding perspectives.

2.2. Video-based Representations for Multiple
Viewpoints Video

Traditionally, IBR has been mainly applied to static

objects, architectures, and sceneries. However, there

have been approaches to extend it to the dynamic

scenes [12]. Kanade et al. [13] extract a global surface

representation at every time instant using 51 cameras

(512�512) in a geodesic dorm. The results show some

artifacts caused by matching errors and improper

handling of object boundaries. Matusik et al. [14]

use silhouette images from four cameras (256�256) to

compute and shade visual hull, an approximate geo-

metric representation. The computation is distributed
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across five PCs, which can render 8,000 pixels of the

visual hull at about 8 fps. Carranza et al. [15] use

seven synchronized cameras distributed around a

room to capture 3D human motion. Each camera has

a 320�240 resolution and captures at 15 fps. They use

a 3-D human model as a prior to compute 3D shape at

each time frame. Yang et al. [16] designed an 8�8 grid

of 320�240 cameras for capturing dynamic scenes.

Instead of storing and rendering the data, they transmit

only the rays necessary to compose the desired virtual

view. In their system, the cameras are not genlocked;

instead, they rely on internal clocks across six PCs.

The camera capture rate is 15 fps, and the interactive

viewing rate is 18 fps. In 2004, Zitnick et al. [12]

proposed efficient view interpolation and rendering

methods using multiple videos acquired from eight

cameras.

However, these approaches are mainly focusing on

modeling and rendering of objects and scenes, and

the efficient representations for compression of a

huge amount of input data are less emphasized.

2.3. Multi-view Video Coding

ISO/IEC JTC1/SC29/WG11 Moving Picture Experts

Group (MPEG) has recognized the importance of

MVC technologies, and an ad hoc group (AHG) on

3-D audio and visual (3DAV) has established in

December 2001. Four main exploration experiments

(EE) on 3DAV were performed from 2002 to 2004:

EE1 on omni-directional video, EE2 on FTV, EE3

on coding of stereoscopic video using multiple

auxiliary components (MAC) in MPEG-4, and EE4

on depth/disparity coding for 3DTV and intermediate

view interpolation. In response to the Call for

Comments issued in October 2003, a number of

companies have expressed their interests for a

standard that enables FTV and 3DTV. After MPEG

called interested parties to bring evidences on MVC

technologies in October 2004 [17], some evidences

were recognized in January 2005 [18] and a Call for

Proposals (CfP) on MVC has been issued in July

2005 [19]. Then, the responses to the Call have been

evaluated in January 2006 [20]. According to the

evaluation results, the standardization of MVC

technologies is underway recently.

However, most of multi-view video coding algo-

rithms are based on the H.264/AVC video coding

technology. They don_t utilize rich 3-D information

contained in multi-view video efficiently because

they are extensions of predictive video coding algo-

rithms of a single video. Unlike these approaches, we

try to utilize affluent 3-D information in multi-view

video to efficiently represent and process those huge

amounts of data in this paper.

3. Representation of Multi-view Video Using

the Concept of Layered Depth Image

3.1. Concept of LDI

Among a variety of IBR techniques, LDI is one of

the most efficient rendering methods for 3-D objects

with complex geometries. It represents the current

scene using an array of pixels viewed from a single

camera position. However, each LDI pixel contains

not just color values, but also several other attribute

values. It consists of color, depth between the camera

and the pixel, and other attributes that support

rendering of LDI. Three key characteristics of LDI

are: (1) it contains multiple layers at each pixel

location, (2) the distribution of pixels in the back

layer is sparse, and (3) each pixel has multiple

attribute values. Because of these special features,

LDI enables us to render arbitrary views of the scene

at new camera positions. Moreover, the rendering

operation can be performed quickly with the list-

priority algorithm proposed by McMillan [21].

When the rays are emanating from a reference

viewpoint (an LDI camera), it is possible to store

intersecting points between rays and an object. Each

intersecting point contains color and depth information.

Figure 1 represents the conceptual diagram of LDI [1].

As shown in Fig. 1, the first intersecting points

construct the first layer of LDI, the second ones build

up the second layer, and so on. Consequently, each

layered depth pixel (LDP) has different number of

depth pixels (DPs), which contain color, depth, and

auxiliary information for reconstruction of multi-views.

3.2. Generation of LDI from Multi-view Images

It is possible to generate LDI by storing intersecting

points with color and depth by adopting the concept in

Fig. 1, but this method can only be applied to 3-D

computer graphics (CG) models. Since rays cannot go

through the real object, we need another approach to

generate LDI from natural images.

Figure 2 shows the generation process of LDI

using multiple color and depth images [1]. The LDI
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scene viewed from the camera C1 can be constructed

by warping pixels in other camera locations, such as

C2 and C3, to the camera C1 location.

When the warped points, c and d, are placed in the

same pixel location, their depth values are compared.

If the difference between depth values is greater than

a predefined threshold, a new layer is created;

otherwise, the warped pixels are merged into the

current layer.

LDI contains several attribute data together with

multiple layers at each pixel location. A single LDI

pixel consists of color, depth, and auxiliary data that

support reconstruction of multi-view images from

the decoded LDI. Therefore, color and depth infor-

mation contained in multi-view video can be prop-

erly stored in the data structure of LDI. The overall

data structure of LDI is shown in Fig. 3.

3.3. Analysis of the MPEG MVC Multi-view
Test Data

There are various kinds of multi-view video test

sequences provided by MPEG AHG on MVC [19,

22]. Several proponents provide about 20 sequences

with different properties. Recently, MPEG has been

issued the CfP on MVC [19] and consequently eight

sequences have been selected as the test sets for the

CfP on MVC. They have been selected by considering

diverse features, such as the number of cameras (5, 8,

and 100), camera arrangements (1-D parallel, 1-D

parallel convergent, 1-D arc, 2-D cross, and 2-D

array), frames per second (15, 25, and 30), image

resolutions (VGA and XVGA), scene complexity, and

camera motions. Besides, all the test sequences con-

tain camera parameters for their own camera arrange-

ment and the validation of those camera parameters

has been done in MPEG AHG on 3DAV. The

properties of the selected multi-view video test

sequences are summarized in Table 1 [22]. Among

them, Microsoft Research (MSR) provided the multi-

view video sequence, BBreakdancers^ with camera

parameters and depth information [12, 23]. Only one

sequence contains depth information for whole frames.

3.4. Current Problems in Estimating Disparity
from Test Set Without Depth Information

If we are just targeting for providing viewing inter-

actions (e.g., changing viewpoints) to users, depth

information may not be essential in that case. However,

if the aim is to produce visible depth impression, for

example in 3DTV applications, depth information

would be essential and critical. For the latter, it is very

helpful to store and utilize depth data in a certain data

structure, for instance, based on LDI.

If we use test data sets without depth information to

generate LDI, we need to estimate disparity/depth from

them. Under the parallel camera arrangement, disparity

can be computed by using stereo matching algorithms

and depth values are obtained by calculating z ¼ bf=d,

where z is the depth, b is the baseline, f is the focal

length, and d is the estimated disparity. As shown in

Fig. 4, we can obtain one depth map per two parallel

images captured from adjacent cameras in the case of

Layer 1

Layer 2

Layer 3

Layer 4

LDI Camera

Ray A Ray B Ray C

Layer 1

Layer 2

Layer 3

Layer 4

LDI Camera

Ray A Ray B Ray C

Figure 1. Conceptual diagram of LDI.
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the 1-D parallel camera configuration. We have

estimated disparity and depth values for the test

sequences from KDDI and MERL. Since there are

eight cameras in the test set, seven depth maps are

acquired for the first frame using the stereo matching

algorithm. If the camera arrangement is 1-D arc or 1-D

convergent, we need to rectify captured videos to set

the optical axis of each video parallel.

There are several problems in generating LDI frames

from the test sets without depth information. Although

we can easily compute depth images from disparity

maps under the parallel camera arrangement, the quality

of the computed depth map is not sufficient. Figure 5

presents histogram equalized depth maps acquired

from the KDDI data set: Flamenco1 and Race2. As

shown in Fig. 5, it is difficult to figure out depth

positions of objects within the computed depth map.

One of the main reasons is related to the image

rectification that can correct the misalignment of

parallel images. The other reason could be the accuracy

of the stereo matching algorithm that we used. We

exploited a kind of the real-time disparity estimation

technique [24], which focuses on the fast computation

rather than the accuracy of estimation. Figure 6 shows

the other results for the BExit^ sequence using a

different kind of stereo algorithm. As shown in Fig. 6,

it is needed to reduce noise and perform further

postprocessing to improve the quality. If we use a

more stable and accurate stereo matching algorithm

and perform more iterations or refinements, we can

obtain more reliable results. However, it is very time

consuming and it requires additional pre/post process-

ing to acquire sufficient quality of depth maps. In this

sense, there are several problems in generating LDI

frames from the test sets without depth information.

Although we can easily compute depth images from

disparity maps under the parallel camera arrangement,

there is no guarantee of the accuracy of the computed

depth map to be used in the generation of LDI.

Because of these reasons, we are focusing on the test

sequence containing depth information for whole video

frames in this paper, e.g., the BBreakdancers^ sequence.

It includes a sequence of 100 images captured from eight

cameras; the camera arrangement is 1-D arc with about

20 cm horizontal spacing. Depth maps computed by

stereo matching algorithms are provided for each camera

together with the camera parameters: intrinsic parame-

ters, barrel distortion, and rotation matrix. The exact

Figure 2. Generation of LDI from multiple color and depth images.
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depth range is also given [12, 23]. Figure 7 shows some

of sample images of the BBreakdancers^ sequence. As

we can observe in Fig. 7, the depth image from MSR is

more reliable than the calculated ones for the Bexit^
sequence. Here, the depth image is represented with

8 bits/pixel.

3.5. Generation of LDIs from Natural Multi-view
Video with Depth Information

Figure 8 presents the overall procedure for generat-

ing LDIs from the natural multi-view video, not from

3-D synthetic models.

Table 1. Properties of the selected test sequences for the CfP on MVC.

Property KDDI MERL FhG-HHI Nagoya Univ. MSR

Sequences Flamenco2 Race1 Ballroom Exit Uli Rena Akko&Kayo Breakdancers

Resolution VGA VGA XVGA VGA XVGA

Frame rate (fps) 30 25 25 30 15

Number of cameras 5/8 8 8 100 8

Camera arrangement 2-D cross/1-D parallel 1-D parallel 1-D parallel convergent 1-D parallel/2-D array 1-D arc

Camera parameters A A A A A

Depth information N/A N/A N/A N/A A

A: available, N/A: not available.

Figure 3. Data structure of LDI.
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After obtaining depth information from the multi-

view video, we perform 3-D warping to generate a

single LDI using multiple color and depth images.

We start from the following incremental 3-D warp-

ing equation [1] because the original McMillan_s
warping equation [25] is very complex and has many

parameters to be computed. If we use the incremen-

tal warping equation, we can reduce the computa-

tional complexity for 3-D warping.

C1 ¼ V1 � P1 � A1; C2 ¼ V2 � P2 � A2; T1;2 ¼ C2 � C�1
1 ð1Þ

T1;2 �

x1

y1

z1

1

2
6664

3
7775 ¼

x2 � w2

y2 � w2

z2 � w2

w2

2
6664

3
7775

¼ T1;2 �

x1

y1

0

1

2
6664

3
7775þ z1 � T1;2 �

0

0

1

0

2
6664

3
7775

¼ startþ z1 � depth

ð2Þ

where V is the viewport matrix, P is the projection

matrix, and A is the affine matrix.

Figure 4. Depth map extraction for 1-D parallel camera arrangements.

Figure 5. Estimated depth map for KDDI test sequences.
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The camera matrix C can be easily calculated for

3-D synthetic models or scenes. While the viewport

matrix is computed from the image resolution, the

projection matrix is automatically determined by

OpenGL according to the orthogonal/perspective

view, and the affine matrix is computed from the

rotation and translation matrix. However, it is

difficult to estimate these three matrices in the

natural video because the meanings of projection

and affine matrices are not clearly defined.

Because of these reasons, we use a different

camera matrix calculated from the given camera

Figure 7. Test images from Microsoft Research, BBreakdancers:^ a 8 bits per R, G, and B channel, respectively, b 8 bits per depth.

Figure 6. Depth map extraction for exit sequence: a camera 0, b camera 1, c camera 2, d depth map from camera 0 and camera 1, e depth

map from camera 1 and camera 2.
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parameters of the MPEG-4 3DAV test sequences,

instead of estimating each V, P, and A matrix in the

natural video. The modified camera matrices and the

3-D warping equation are as follows [26].

C1

�
¼ A1

�
� E1

�
; C2

�
¼ A2

�
� E2

�
; T1;2

�
¼ C2

�
� C
� �1

1 ð3Þ

A
�
¼
�fSx

� tx

0 �fSy
ty

0 0 1

2
64

3
75;

E
�
¼

R11 R12 R13 T1

R21 R22 R23 T2

R31 R32 R33 T3

2
64

3
75

ð4Þ
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3
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�
�

x1

y1

0

1

2
664

3
775þ z1 � T1;2

�
�

0

0

1

0

2
664

3
775

¼ startþ z1 � depth

ð5Þ

where fSx
, fSy

are the focal length, Sx, Sy are scaling

factors, tx, ty are positions of the focal center, and q is

the skew angle. A
�

defines the intrinsic camera

parameters and E
�

is the Euclidean transform expressing

a rotation and a translation. Finally, the camera matrix

C is changed to C
�

, but the Eq. (5) is the modified

version of Eq. (1). We should add an additional row

0 0 0 1½ � to make a homogeneous 4�4 camera matrix

C
�
, because A

�
� E
�

becomes a 3�4 matrix.

After performing the 3-D warping, depth comparison

and thresholding is conducted using the moved pixels,

which contain color and depth information. Since the

data size of generated LDI depends on this depth

thresholding, we can control the experimental threshold

value considering final reconstruction quality.

4. Framework for Representation

and Processing of the Multi-view

Video Using LDI

4.1. Framework for Representation and Encoding
of the Constructed LDI Frames

Figure 9 shows the overall system diagram for

representation and processing of multi-view vide us-

ing the concept of LDI [2]. As shown in Fig. 9, the

first color and depth frames of the multi-view video

are collected and warped to the selected LDI view.

Consequently, eight color and eight depth images

construct the first frame of LDI sequence. In this

paper, the LDI sequence and LDI frames have the

same meaning, which is the sequence of LDI. Once

we obtain the LDI frames from the above procedure,

the reconstruction of multiple view images can be

Natural Multi-view Video Test Data with Depth Info.

Disparity/Depth Map Extraction

3-D Warping

Depth Comparison/Thresholding

Layered Depth Images

Test Data without Depth Info.

Disparity/Depth

Estimation

Given Depth

Figure 8. Generation of LDIs from the natural multi-view video.
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accomplished by applying the generation procedure

in reverse order.

Since there is information loss caused by depth

thresholding in generating LDI and limited viewing

ranges inherent by camera arrangements, the com-

pensation module is required before reconstructing

the multi-view images.

In the encoding step, LDI data could be preprocessed

[3] and H.264/AVC is applied to those processed data

adaptively. One important thing to be considered in

the encoding process is to exploit the special character-

istics of LDI, which will be described in the next

subsection. Because each layer of LDI contains empty

pixels, we should fill or remove those vacant holes

before applying encoding algorithms.

4.2. Characteristics of the Generated LDI Frames

Unlike those algorithms, our proposed framework is

based on the conversion between multi-view videos

and LDI frames. Before encoding the generated LDI

frames, we first analyze the properties of the constructed

LDI frames. LDI pixel contains color values, depth

between the camera and the pixel, and other auxiliary

data that support reconstruction of multi-view images

from the decoded LDI. Three key characteristics of LDI

have been already described in Section 2. Because of

those special features, LDI enables us to render

arbitrary views of the scene at new camera positions.

Table 2 lists the number of pixels included in each

layer of the generated LDI. The LDI frame in Table 2

is constructed from the first eight color and depth

frames of the BBreakdancers^ sequence. As we can

observe from the table, pixel distribution becomes

sparse as the layer number increases. It means that the

data size of the original multi-view video could be

reduced by converting them into the specific data

structure based on LDI.

4.3. Encoding of the LDI Frames

In this paper, we have tested with two kinds of en-

coding algorithms. The first idea is that we need to

aggregate scattered pixels into the horizontal or vertical

Figure 9. A framework for representation, encoding, and reconstruction of multi-view video using LDI.
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direction [10] because each layer of the constructed

LDI has different number of pixels. Although H.264/

AVC is powerful to encode rectangular images, it

does not support shape-adaptive encoding modes. We

therefore aggregate each layer image and then fill the

empty space with the last pixel value in the

aggregated pixels line by line. First, the scattered

pixels in each layer are pushed to the horizontal

direction. Second, the locally aggregated images are

merged into a single huge image and empty pixels are

padded. For example, if each layer image has XVGA

(1,024�768) resolution, the single aggregated image

becomes 8,192�768. Finally, the generated one is

divided into the images with pre-defined resolutions,

e.g., 1,024�768, to employ H.264/AVC.

The second method is called as layer filling. We can

fill the empty pixel locations of all layer images using

pixels in the first layer. Since the first layer has no

empty pixels, we can use same pixels in the first layer to

fill the other layers. This increases the prediction

accuracy of H.264/AVC, therefore data size could be

reduced further. We can eliminate the newly filled

pixels in the decoding process because information for

the number of layer (NOL) is sent to the decoder. It is

an eight bit gray scale image that each pixel contains an

unsigned integer number representing how many layers

there is.

5. Experiment Results and Analysis

5.1. Generation of LDIs from Natural Multi-view
Video with Depth Information

The main part of generating LDI frames from the

natural multi-view video is the incremental 3-D

warping. Figure 10 depicts the first frame at each

camera location and the reference camera is camera

4. The results of the incremental 3-D warping using

Eqs. (3), (4), and (5) is shown in Fig. 10.

We can observe that actors are moving as the

camera number changes. In order to identify the

warping results clearly, we did not interpolate holes.

White pixels in each image represent the holes, which

are generated by the 3-D warping. In Fig. 11, camera

number 4 is the reference LDI view and the warping

has been performed from other camera locations to

the reference LDI view. When the warping is carried

out from the left cameras (camera 0, 1, 2, and 3) to

Table 2. Pixel distribution of the generated LDI (Depth

threshold value: 3.0).

Layer Pixel occupation [%] Layer Pixel occupation [%]

1 100.0 5 46.8

2 90.4 6 34.7

3 69.8 7 29.0

4 47.0 8 19.1

Figure 10. The first frame at each camera location: a camera 0, b camera 1, c camera 2, d camera 3, e camera 4, f camera 5, g camera 6,

h camera 7.
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the reference camera, major holes are created along

the right side of the actors. On the other hand, holes

are mainly distributed in the left side of the actors as

the warping is done from the right cameras (camera

5, 6, and 7) to the LDI view. The generated LDI has

several layers and the maximum number of layer is

the same as the camera number. For BBreakdancer,^
each LDI frame can therefore have eight layers in

maximum. The layer images (color components) of

the constructed LDI frame with depth threshold 5.0 is

presented in Fig. 12. As for depth components, the

resultant images are similar except they are repre-

sented as 8 bit gray scale images.

5.2. Preprocessing of the LDI Frames

As we described in Section 4, we have tested with

two kinds of preprocessing methods. Figure 13

represents the results of the data aggregation with

the horizontal direction. The first row shows each

layer image of the constructed LDI with the depth

threshold of 5.0. For each image, data aggregation is

performed with the horizontal direction. Finally, each

aggregated images are again aggregated into a single

one. The third row represents the aggregated result.

The other method is filling empty locations using

pixel values in the first layer, which is called layer filling

technique. The result of layer filling is shown in Fig. 14.

5.3. Comparison of the Data Size

In Table 3, we have compared the data size between

sum of frames of the test sequence and the generated

LDI frame. In the table, sum of frames means the

summation of eight color and depth images of the

test sequence without encoding. Simulcast using

Figure 11. Results of the incremental 3-D warping: a camera 0 to camera 4, b camera 1 to camera 4, c camera 7 to camera 4.

Figure 12. Layer images of the first LDI frame: a first layer, b second layer, c third layer, d fourth layer, e fifth layer, f sixth layer,

g seventh layer, h eighth layer.
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H.264/AVC (color + depth) means the summation of

data size calculated by the independent coding of

color and depth images.

Experimental conditions are as follows. We have

used JM 9.5 reference software to encode simulcast

color and depth videos. The intra frame coding (I slice)

was used for each color and depth frame in the case of

the simulcast coding. Search range of 32 and QP of 30

were used. In addition, the same parameters were used

for encoding of the LDI frame after applying data

aggregation and layer filling.

We have exploited two kinds of encoding methods,

one is data aggregation with horizontal direction and

the other is the layer filling. Based on the reconstruction

Figure 13. Results of the data aggregation with horizontal direction.

Figure 14. Results of the layer filling.
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results, we can determine the threshold, how much we

can allow the difference among depth values.

Table 3 shows the data size by changing the depth

threshold value from 0.0 to 5.0, but the data size has

not decreased much as the threshold value is over 3.0

from the experiments. The depth threshold means the

difference among actual depth values. For the

BBreakdancers^ sequence, the given depth range is

from 44.0 to 120.0. Table 3 does not list the data size

of residual information. The residual information

mainly depends on the distance among cameras and

the actual viewing range. In our experiments, the size

of residual data has changed based on the depth

thresholding. For the residual data, we calculate the

difference between the original images and the

reconstructed ones, and then encode the difference

images. Moreover, the NOL data size should be

added to calculate the final data size; the NOL image

is lossless coded by H.264/AVC intra mode with the

fixed quantization parameter.

There are several issues to be considered in the

future experiments. First, the relationship between

the number of layers and the quality of reconstructed

multi-views should be analyzed carefully. Second,

shape adaptive transforms, such as a shape-adaptive

discrete cosine transform (SA-DCT) and a shape-

adaptive discrete wavelet transform (SA-DWT),

could be used to encode LDI data because H.264/

AVC supports only the 4�4 integer transform.

Finally, we will conduct temporal prediction of

constructed LDI frames to find more appropriate

methods to encode LDI sequence using more test

sequences with depth information. Because the

performance comparison results in terms of PSNR

vs. bitrates require the rate allocation for each LDI

frame, it would be given after performing the

temporal prediction of LDIs.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we have described the details of a

framework for representation and processing of

multi-view video data using the concept of layered

depth image (LDI). If we want to provide visible

depth impression or immersion to users, 3-D infor-

mation like depth contained in multi-view video is

very important. That is the reason why we have tried

to utilize that information in the proposed frame-

work. From the experimental results, the proposed

representation shows better performance than the

simulcast coding method in terms of data size. It is

difficult to directly compare the proposed method

with other multi-view video coding algorithms deal-

ing with only color information because our LDI-

based representation contains all the information such

as color, depth, and other auxiliary data. However, we

have observed that our framework can efficiently treat

multiple videos in the same space and reduced data to

manageable size. We therefore believe that the

proposed approach could be helpful to represent,

and process multi-view video data effectively.

Table 3. Data size for the BBreakdancers^ sequence.

First eight frames Second eight frames

Sum of frames (color + depth) [kB] 25,166.0 25,166.0

Simulcast using H.264/AVC (color + depth) [kB] 137.7 132.5

Simulcast using H.264/AVC (color only) [kB] 97.4 96.3

LDI frame generated from 16 images [kB] (Threshold=0.0, bit allocation for depth=8 bits) 24,520.0 24,644.0

Encoded LDI frame using the data aggregation (with the horizontal direction) [kB] 135.4 133.7

Encoded LDI frame using layer filling [kB] 71.4 72.9

LDI frame generated from 16 images [kbytes] (Threshold=3.0, bit allocation for depth=8 bits) 13,924.0 13,803.0

Encoded LDI frame using the data aggregation (with the horizontal direction) [kB] 131.7 133.8

Encoded LDI frame using layer filling [kB] 48.4 48.2

LDI frame generated from 16 images [kbytes] (Threshold=5.0, bit allocation for depth=8 bits) 13,808.0 13,723.0

Encoded LDI frame using the data aggregation (with the horizontal direction) [kB] 91.7 93.0

Encoded LDI frame using layer filling [kB] 46.3 47.0
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